THE MASTER AND CHAITANYAISM
tion of, or even belief in, the concretised Brahman is
the seed of the many-branched tree of incarnations.
Vijaykrishna's acceptance of the doctrine of incarnation,
in spite ot his former staunch denial of it, was no more
a contradiction of himself than there is a contradiction
between water and ice, the seed and the fruit, the dawn
and the day, light and the spectrum. If Vijaykrishna
contradicted himself, he did so like the observers of Narada
in his descent from Heaven, described by poet Magh in his
Sisupalvadha. We cannot raise a wall of separation
between the Upanishads and the Gita any more than we
can do so between the period, when Vijaykrishna
recognized Chaitanya as the Prophet of Nadia and that,
when he recognized Him as the highest of incarnations. His
life knew no sharp cleavage, no noisy contradiction.
Silent inward processes worked invisibly before a realiza-
tion came like invisible 'wireless' waves in the ether of
space before the actual reproduction of speech and music
in a wireless set. His position was not that of a man who
suddenly awakes and finds that he has been labouring
under a misconception, or that he has been subject to the
defect of short-sightedness and hastily turns round and
laughs at the views he has outgrown. His vision of the
Brahman as the Mother, when he exclaimed from the
pulpit of the East Bengal Samaj—"Lo, Mother is come"
—besides showing the advance of the God-idea of the
Samaj, prepared him silently for the incarnation of God-
head, just as the appearance of - an embodied being in
the sky after shapeless luminosity, prepared the mind
of the spectators for the advent of Narada. Or, this light-
ning revelation was of the nature of the cursory
Upanishadic reference to Brahman's assumption of the
definite form of Uma, so that it might be regarded as the
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